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Quickly identify and reserve desks to save time and minimize 

confusion. Humly Desk Booking is an extension of the comprehensive 

backend that brought you multi-domain booking in a secure and 

stable way. It is also fully integrated with one of the most used 

workplace apps in the world, Microsoft Teams.   

   

Humly Desk Booking will help employees to find and book resources 

and workspaces. Humly Desk Booking helps companies manage a 

safe office capacity and to enhance the hybrid workplace experience. 

The perfect solution when you need the ability to have users from 

different domains and systems to be able to book the same desks, 

meeting rooms, parking spaces and more. 

Powerful, secure & trusted 
Humly Desk Booking is offering market leading compliance, security and 

flexibility. Our solution is an extension of our comprehensive backend 

that brought you multi-domain booking, enterprise level security and ten 

years experience worth of managing your bookings. Our desk booking 

solution will enhance the workplace experience when the employees can 

book a desk or a workspace in a secure way.

Low maintenance, high usability, quick ROI
Our ultimate goal is to increase the time your end users spend being 

creative and adding value. Not interacting with complicated technology, 

generating service tickets or being frustrated. That is why we built a 

completely integrated and flexible solution, relying on logical and easily 

adaptable wayfinding.    

One single click
Book desks with ease and without any disruptions. Right in your 

Microsoft Teams app, with single sign-on. No need to remember login 

credentials in third party apps.

Invite guests
Humly Desk Booking utilizes the current users in your active directory 

and the current building structure that you already have in place. It is also 

possible to invite guest users from any domain.

Open API and supported systems 
Humly provides an open API for third party integrations and 

communication via real-time two-way connections. Remote management 

with multi-site support and real-time monitoring are also included. Office 

365, Exchange Server and Google Workspace are some of the booking 

systems you can use with Humly Desk Booking. It is also possible to run 

Humly stand alone with our own reservations backend.

Most employees do not use third party apps for work. The exception is 

Microsoft Teams, one of the most used workplace apps in the world. That’s  

why we decided to integrate our desk booking app with the app your employees 

already have. Access Humly Desk Booking, part of Humly Reservations, through 

Microsoft Teams using single sign-on. Less friction, more focus.

Full Microsoft integration

Humly Desk Booking.
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Humly Desk Booking is the modern and flexible workplace booking  

system for improving productivity. Start managing your office in a more 

efficient way with Humly Desk Booking.

Book, reschedule, access  
and adapt

Humly Workspace as 

a Teams app.


